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                03 April 2024UNAIDS notes the judgment of the Constitutional Court of Uganda which has struck down certain parts...
Read more


28 March 2024With a modest increase in investment UNAIDS can get 35 countries over the line to end their AIDS...
Read more


27 March 2024Haiti’s crisis exacerbates vulnerability of people living with and affected by HIV. UNAIDS...
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                AIDS BY THE NUMBERS

See the latest data on HIV.
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                Let communities lead! - special web site

                





    
                Visit this special web site to read the stories of nine community leaders sharing their experiences of achievements, challenges, and opportunities in their own words.
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                A high-profile, high-level political advocacy drive to accelerate actions and investments to prevent HIV.
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                Global alliance to end AIDS in children

                





    
                UNAIDS, UNICEF, WHO and partners have brought together a global alliance to ensure that no child living with HIV is denied treatment by the end of the decade and to prevent new infant HIV infections.
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                Save lives: Decriminalize

                





    
                Punitive laws have been shown to block HIV service access and increase HIV risk.
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                Global Council on Inequality, AIDS and Pandemics

                





    
                Social and economic inequalities within countries and between them are exacerbating and prolonging pandemics and amplifying their impact amongst the poorest and the most vulnerable.
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                http://www.unaids.org/en/aboutunaids/unaidscosponsors

                





    
                The Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) unites the efforts of 11 UN organizations—UNHCR, UNICEF, WFP, UNDP, UNFPA, UNODC, UN Women, ILO, UNESCO, WHO and the World Bank

 

Find out more about the UNAIDS cosponsors
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                UNAIDS is guided by a Programme Coordinating Board (PCB) comprising representatives of 22 governments from all geographic regions, the UNAIDS Cosponsors and five representatives of nongovernmental organizations, including associations of people living with HIV.

 

 Upcoming meeting: 54st PCB, June 2024 | Past meetings | NGO/Civil society participation
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                https://results.unaids.org/?utm_source=unaids-site-design&utm_medium=display&utm…

                





    
                The UNAIDS Results and Transparency Portal aims to increase transparency and accountability around the work we do, the results we achieve and UNAIDS financing.

 

Visit the portal
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                Discover the work that UNAIDS does to end the AIDS epidemic as a public health threat by 2030. 
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                With a modest increase in investment UNAIDS can get 35 countries over the line to end their AIDS...
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                Haiti’s crisis exacerbates vulnerability of people living with and affected by HIV. UNAIDS...
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                UNAIDS urges Indian Ocean Island countries to strengthen HIV prevention to end AIDS
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                UNAIDS welcomes governments’ commitment to end AIDS, tackle gender-based violence, discrimination and inequalities
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                UNAIDS welcomes the adoption of a crucial resolution recognizing harm reduction measures at the UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs
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